
 

Elevated testosterone causes bull market
trading
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Ball-and-stick model of the testosterone molecule, C19H28O2, as found in the
crystal structure of testosterone monohydrate. Credit: Ben Mills/Wikipedia

Since the first stock market in Amsterdam in the 17th century, trading
floors have been dominated by men. It turns out testosterone may be
responsible for some of the dramatic bubbles and crashes we have seen
since.
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A study led by researchers from the Ivey Business School, University of
Oxford, and Claremont Graduate University for the first time has shown
that testosterone directly impacts financial decisions that drive prices up
and destabilize markets.

"In this paper, we show that exogenously increasing testosterone in men
increases bid prices and asset price bubbles, and slows the incorporation
of fundamental value," says Ivey Business School's Amos Nadler,
Assistant Professor of Finance. "We also show how the changes in
buying and selling pressures give rise to bubbles and subsequent crashes.
These results demonstrate the effects of a specific hormone,
testosterone, on male traders in experimental markets."

Experimental stock markets

The study used experimental stock markets with some 140 male
participants (called traders) taking part. Cohorts of traders were given
testosterone or placebo gel prior to their trading sessions. In total, the
experiment consisted of 17 sessions that allowed traders to buy, sell, bid,
and offer money for shares of stock, similar to a simplified professional
trading platform. Each session had three rounds of 12 trading periods
where traders competed to make money against each other.

The results showed the causal effects of testosterone on financial asset
mispricing. By administering testosterone to traders before they trade
financial assets for real money, testosterone directly increases the size
and persistence of stock market bubbles. Testosterone drove these
changes in market dynamics by increasing bidding, selling prices, and
volume and changed traders' perception of a stock's current value even
though true values were known during trading.

Implications of hormones in financial markets
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Nadler believes the research suggests the need to consider hormonal
influences on decision making in professional settings because biological
factors can exacerbate capital risk for firms and market risk for all
participants.

"Firms may, therefore, benefit from a better understanding of when and
how hormones assert their influence—such as through exceptionally
positive feedback cycles that are unsupported by fundamentals or
technical indicators," says Nadler.

The most straightforward recommendation is to implement "cool down"
periods to interrupt exceptionally positive feedback cycles and return the
focus to assets' fundamental valuations to reduce the possibility of biased
decision making.

  More information: Nadler, Amos and Jiao, Peiran and Johnson,
Cameron J. and Alexander, Veronika and Zak, Paul J., The Bull of Wall
Street: Experimental Analysis of Testosterone and Asset Trading (April
27, 2017). Available at SSRN: ssrn.com/abstract=2557094
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